The following elementary facts about certain commutative diagrams, called "squares," are stated and proved in terms of abelian groups and their homomorphisms. However, they are valid for arbitrary abelian categories and can be proved also for them. This does not need to be shown, since every abelian category can be embedded into the category of abelian groups with preservation of exact sequences according to a result due to S. Lubkin (1) . Proofs are often omitted or given only for one half of a theorem, the other half being dual to the first. Generalizations to a larger class of diagrams containing all finite commutative diagrams are possible. Here "e 0 " {"ei"} means the part "Im C Ker" {"Im D Ker"} of "exact."
DEFINITION 1. The commutative square
Remark. For the first {second) relation the condition "eo" on the bottom (top) is superfluous, "eo" at A 2 {B%} implies "tfo," hence full exactness at B 2 \A?\. Remark. Omitting the dotted arrows and the trivial assumptions "(eo)," this can be regarded as a ''three-lemma," which contains the useful "fivelemma" and saves sometimes additional diagram-chasing (see for example 2, p. 5). 
é (G) ?
It has the following universality properties: (a) it is commutative, that is, /3a = vp; (b) given any two maps v : A -> B and a : A -> A' such that fiv = va, there is a unique co : A -> U defined by 03(a) = (a(a), v(a)) £ U such that v = aoe and a = pco (see (7)). 
Proof. For a £ A, w(a) = («(a), *>(a)) = (0,0) = 0 is equivalent to a £ Ker a Pi Ker p.
Proofs can be given also by means of Proposition 2, which is restated in: Remark. Propositions (7)-(9) {(10), (11)} follow from Proposition (3) {(4)} and conversely. Direct proofs are as easily available. Proof. Given u 6 U, u = co(a), define e(u) = co(a). This is consistent since for u = co(ai), co(a -a0 = 0. Hence v(a -a x ) = o-co(a -a : ) = <rco(a -aO = 0
This again proves the uniqueness of the squeezing described in Theorem 1. Remark. In Theorem 1 the inner square is a squeeze of any squeeze of (1), whereas here this can be said only of those squeezes of (1) 
m. [vu v 2 , v%]i of three maps v t : P -^ A t with common domain P is the lower completion (10') with the factor group L
for all p G P and maps i t such that ii(a % ) = (0, a*, 0) for 1 < i < j < 3.
In both cases we have universality: To every commutative diagram of the {10') 6=0C 1 y l =oc x V l =otv 3 3 same shape (the upper {lower} part of (10) {(10')} with P and v t {Q and a t ) instead of U and a t [L and i t }, i= 1,2,3) there is a unique mapping co:P -» U {r:L-^Q} such that (10) {(10')} commutes. Remark. Replacing throughout " = " by the indicated inclusion signs "^)" and "£" we obtain statements that follow already from commutativity. Obviously smoothness at P does not imply smoothness at Q, that is, the self-duality "co onto if and only if r 1-1" in Proposition 3, true for squares, no longer holds. 
-> r(S)) ^H T ($>) li^X r(S)") ~^> 5(2)) -H 5(SD' ) -^^ S(SD") -> is exad, w/Â a connecting homomorphism d defined as follows:
Hence ai (ai) -a 2 (a 2 ) = ô(q) with q unique. Set 0(a/', a 2 ") = (ZProof. 6 is well defined, since fora/' = Xi'(âi'), a 2 n = \ 2 (â 2 ), X/(â/ -ai) =0 and \ 2 (â 2 -a 2 ) = 0; hence â/ -a/ = Xi(#i), â 2 ' -a 2 ' = X 2 (a 2 ), and 
for p £ P, the bottom group of the lower completion of 6, and for r: 6 -> (£' in 33, namely r = (/xi, e, /x 2 ) such that (11') commutes, the map To complete the picture given by (19) we describe its maps in terms of generators (upper symbols are generators, lower symbols images under the preceding map) : ((vi(p), -v 2 (p) ),x) with hp = 0 and hx = 0, a
